Regular Meeting of the
Members Council on Library Services (MCLS)
Agenda
Wednesday, September 2, 2015 – 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. ET
Thursday, September 3, 2015 – 8:30 to 12:00 p.m. ET
Florida Virtual Campus | 1753 W. Paul Dirac Drive | Tallahassee, Florida 32310
Wednesday, September 2, 2015
9:30 – 11:30

Tallahassee Tour

11:30 – 1:00

Lunch

1:00 – 1:05

Call to Order

1:05 – 1:10

1. Questions on Reports from FLVC Standing Committees and Task
Forces
A. Collection Management and E-Resources
B. Digital Initiatives
C. Resource Sharing
D. Technical Services
E. User Interfaces
F. Open-Access Textbooks and Education Resources Task Force
(OATER)

1:10 – 2:30

2. Next-Gen ILS
A. Update on Negotiations
B. Discussion on Framework for Planning and
Implementation

2:30 – 3:00

Break

3:00 – 4:00

3. E-Resources: Recommendations for 2016 Collection
A. Approve 2016 Collections

4:00 – 4:45

4. MCLS Processes and Procedures
A. Update from Operating Procedures Task Force
B. Liaison for Digital Initiative Standing Committee

4:45 – 4:50

5. Members Council on Distance Learning (MCDLSS) Update

4:50 – 5:00

Wrap Up and Adjournment
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Anne Prestamo

Shelly Schmucker
Jamie Rogers
Wendy Dover
Cindy Campbell
Pat Profeta
Claire Dygert

Anne Prestamo, Janice
Henderson, Lucy Harrison
Ellen Bishop

Claire Dygert, Shelly Schmucker
Janice Henderson
Anne Prestamo
John Opper
Anne Prestamo

Thursday, September 3, 2015
8:00 – 8:30

Continental Breakfast

8:30 – 8:35

Call to Order

8:35 – 10:00

6. FLVC Update
A. Organizational Update
B. Legislative Update
1) LBR Update
C. Questions and Answers
D. Library Services Update

10:00 – 10:30

Break

10:30 – 11:50

7. Strategic Planning
A. Update on FALSC Planning; Strategic IT Plan
B. Breakout Session: Aspirational Goals for E-Resources
C. Breakout Session: Other Aspirational Goals

11:50 – 11:55

8. New Business
A. Future Meeting Dates and Locations

11:55 – 12:00

9. General Information Session (If Needed)

12:00

Adjournment
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Pam Northrup
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COLLECTION MANAGEMENT AND E-RESOURCES STANDING COMMITTEE
Report on Current Activities for the Members Council on Library Services Meeting
September 2-3, 2015

MCLS LIAISON: Judy Russell

CURRENT ACTIVITIES:
During this quarter the FLVC Collection Management and E-Resources Standing Committee (CMESC)
held five full committee meetings and two subcommittee meetings each of the Florida College System
and State University System representatives. Below is a summary of activities this quarter.
Committee Changes
In July the CMESC welcomed six new members to the Committee: Mary Page (UCF), Kate
Bernard (Florida Polytechnic University), Sara Duff (Gulf Coast State College), Pamela Herring
(UCF Health Sciences), Jenna Miller (Santa Fe College), and Youlanda Henry (Florida State
College at Jacksonville). Michael Arthur (UCF), originally selected, was unable to serve, and Mary
Page (UCF) was selected for his slot. Jenna Miller and Pamela Herring agreed to share the duties
of Secretary. Becky Donlan was elected as Co-chair, taking over the role previously held by
Valerie Boulos. A regular meeting time was established for every first and third Tuesday from
2:30 – 4:00 p.m. EDT.
Recommendations for the 2016 Statewide Collection of Electronic Resources
During the June 8-9, 2015, meeting of the FLVC Members Council on Library Services, Dr. Pam
Northrup announced that FLVC would not need to implement the 60% shared e-resource
collection accepted by the Members Council at the December meeting for 2016. The Collection
Management and E-Resources Standing Committee (CMESC) was charged with preparing a new
recommendation for 2016. This new recommendation aligns more closely to the 2015 statewide
collections and division of database funding. The committee was encouraged to maintain at a
minimum the current level of 11% shared e-resources licensed with funds allocated to FLVC for
e-resources for Florida colleges and universities. This report will be presented to the Members
Council on Library Services at the September meeting.
FCS E-Book Deselection Task Force
Task Force applications have been received, reviewed by the CMESC, and a list of names have
been approved by the Executive Committee of the Members Council on Library Services.
Applicants will be notified soon of selection status. Rhonda Trueman will serve as liaison
between the Task Force and the CMESC. The goal is for titles to be deselected by the end of the
year.
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White Paper on Shared Resources
The FLVC Members Council on Library Services Executive Committee, in consultation with
CMESC, has created a Task Force charged with creating a report on “shared resources,
encompassing not only the shared resources funded by FLVC, but also FCS and SUS initiatives,
joint licensing, and locally created digital content made freely available to all.” Task Force
members are Valerie Boulos (FIU), Mary Page (UCF), Shari Johnson (UWF), Pat Profeta (IRSC),
Deborah Robinson (TCC), and Judy Born (SCF). The report will be due to Janice Gilley on
September 15, 2015.
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DIGITAL INITIATIVES STANDING COMMITTEE
Report on Current Activities for the Members Council on Library Services Meeting
September 2-3, 2015

CO-CHAIRS: Jamie Rogers and Melissa VandeBurgt

CURRENT ACTIVITIES: This report reflects DISC activity from June 2015 to September 2015. The group
met three times by conference call to:
 Discuss statewide collaboration on digital initiatives and services, to share research, and to
coordinate activities.
 Communicate information from the FLVC Members Council and Executive Committee meetings:
o Shared the DISC quarterly report for June MCLS meeting.
 Discuss issues related to centralized services: common digital library system and companion
tools; Florida Digital Archive (FDA); DigiTool/PALMM; Archon; Florida OJ/Open Journal Systems
(OJS); metadata standards; digital items and collections discovery in MANGO.
o The Finding Aids Working Group met by phone to discuss migration of finding aids in
Archives Florida, to determine next steps for discovering the needs for collection finding
aids and the digital services needs of archival institutions in our state colleges and
universities. The group has completed a survey that was submitted to the MCLS
Executive Committee for approval before going out to all the institutions.
o A PALMM subcommittee is being created. Awaiting approval from the Executive
Committee.
ISG Update: The group met four times by conference call during this quarter. Work accomplished by the
group in conjunction with FLVC:
 FAMU’s FL-Islandora site is now “live” and open to the public.
 Islandora to Mango feeds were discussed, and DigiTool/DLU01 library Mango feeds are being
gradually discontinued.
 Details theming of the FL-Islandora PALMM production site were discussed, and many images
and text files from the legacy PALMM site have been incorporated into the FL-Islandora PALMM
site. The site is now fully populated and almost ready to go public.
Other FLVC Digital Services Updates:
 Jamie Rogers joined Melissa VandeBurgt as Co-chair of DISC.
 FL-Islandora:
o The DigiTool to Islandora migration is complete, but various cleanup projects are still
underway.
o Particular attention is being paid to FL-Islandora performance and scaling.
o The “Excel to MODS” transformation website is now in production, producing MODS
metadata files from Excel spreadsheets for loading into FL-Islandora.
 ETD hosting service:
o ETD loads are current.
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Florida Online Journals:
o A policy/procedure has been developed to provide for publishers who want to use their
own domain name for a journal. Implementation is being tested on the FloridaOJ test
site.
Florida Digital Archive:

FDA Quarterly Operations Report
Statistics for June 01, 2015 to August 19, 2015
Florida Digital Archive repository holdings as of August 19, 2015:
Total AIPs in Repository
Total Size (TB)
481,297
201.7
Breakdown of Operations Events by Account and Project:
Account
Project
Event
# Packages

Total # files
58,893,496

size (MB)

# of files

1

238

424

withdraw finished
submit
ingest finished

2
79
79

35,310
56,353
56,353

826
2,072
2,072

submit
ingest finished

28
28

1,867
1,867

56
56

submit
ingest finished

89
89

3,360
3,360

268
268

submit
ingest finished

341
340

437,436
436,806

11,263
8,488

submit
ingest finished

1
1

3,496
3,496

77
77

submit
ingest finished

28
28

15,556
15,556

368
368

FAMU
FHP
disseminate
finished
FAU
UA

UCF
CFM

CFSC

CFUA

DLOC

DOS

ETD
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Account

Project

Event

# Packages

size (MB)

# of files

submit
ingest finished

95
95

133
133

190
190

submit
ingest finished

50
50

185,925
185,925

4,266
4,266

submit
ingest finished

3
3

1,561
1,561

10
10

submit
ingest finished
disseminate
finished

11,666
11,659
486

5,321,276
5,208,258
190,514

1,215,404
1,207,272
53,210

submit
ingest finished

38
38

154
154

76
76

RTD

VOH

UF
UFDC

UWF
ETD
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RESOURCE SHARING STANDING COMMITTEE
Report on Current Activities for the Members Council on Library Services Meeting
September 2-3, 2015

CHAIR: Wendy Dover

CURRENT ACTIVITIES:
We have completed and are reviewing the Resource Sharing Survey for Florida Colleges and Universities
2015. During the survey process we discovered that not all institutions were being reached by the
Resource Sharing List. After some investigation it was discovered that not all institutions subscribe, and
some of the subscribers on the list are no longer employed at the institutions.
We began reviewing the report on July 27, 2015, and have thus far begun the following:
 Media Lending
o Kristine Shrauger will report to CSUL and FLVC Resource Sharing to move forward with
media lending with libraries having the option to limit collections in the same way they
limit their book lending. This will be a pilot project for those libraries that are willing to
lend their media items.
 Best Practices
o A sub-group has been formed to create a best practices document. Their main focus will
be ILL book straps/labels.
 Survey Response Document
o I have compiled a list of comments and questions that were noted in the survey that I
feel warrant a response from FLVC. I sent that document to Brenda Rutten and Wendy
Ellis on August 5, 2015, for them to create a response that will be included with the
survey dissemination.

Action Item:
In preparation for Next-Gen ILS, the FLVC Resource Sharing Committee would like to recommend
combining the following listservs: FLVC-LINCC-ACCESS, FLVC Resource Sharing list, FLVC LINCC ILL, and
FLVC UBorrow into one listserv called Access Services List.
Purpose of the listserv:
 The purpose of this listserv is to communicate with each other about Circulation, Reserves, Stack
Maintenance, UBorrow, and Interlibrary loan.
 This listserv should be an avenue for practitioners to ask questions of each other, gain
knowledge from each other, share best practices among each other, and to facilitate survey
questions.
 This listserv should be similar to the national listservs in which people should be free to write
their thoughts, opinions, training, etc.
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Reason for this move:
 Consolidation and one place to communicate.
 To make sure that there is accurate and up-to-date representation from each institution on this
listserv.
 To make sure that all 40 institutions are receiving information regarding the Next-Gen ILS.

Action Item:
In preparation for Next-Gen ILS, we would like to ask each Dean and/or Director to review the names on
the accompanying document to make sure there is representation from your institution on this listserv.
This group includes anyone from Circulation, Course Reserves, Interlibrary Loan, and Stack Maintenance.
Recommendation:
In preparation for the Next-Gen ILS, we would like to recommend that FLVC work with each committee
to review the pertinent LINCC Discussion lists and to see if any can be deleted, consolidated, or new
ones created that encompass all 40 institutions.
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Resource Sharing Survey for Florida
Colleges and Universities
2015
Summary of Results

1

Executive Summary
The FLVC Resource Sharing Standing Committee conducted a survey on a variety of resource
sharing topics from June to July 10 2015. The goal was to gather information on current
resource sharing processes and concerns from the forty public institutions of higher learning in
Florida. The information will be used to answer current process improvement questions and to
inform the committee’s future projects.
Fifty-one total responses were received, representing thirty-seven of forty institutions.
The majority of the respondents use an additional system such as OCLC in addition to UBorrow/
Aleph ILL to process ILL requests. Six of the respondents indicated they only had access to
UBorrow for ILL.
Eighteen respondents indicated they do lend media through non-UBorrow ILL systems,
although most have more restrictions on the media than they would place on books.
When asked whether they would consider lending media through UBorrow, twenty-seven of the
respondents said yes, although most indicated there would be more restrictions on such lending
than on book loans. Twenty respondents said no, they would not lend media. Almost half
indicated that if they were to loan media, the preferred loan period would be fourteen days or
less with no renewals.
For current UBorrow/Aleph ILL processing, the biggest issue appears to be formatting and
consistency in the paperwork sent with the items.
While these are the raw numbers ascertained from the survey, more in-depth analysis of the
responses will be conducted by the Resource Sharing Standing Committee in the coming
months.
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Section 1: About You
1) At which college or university is your library? & 2) Which library do you
represent? Please include the campus name.
SUS Respondents:
Florida A&M University
 FAMU College of Law Library
Florida Atlantic University
 S.E. Wimberly Library, Boca
Raton
Florida Gulf Coast University
 Florida Gulf Coast University
Library
Florida International University
 College of Law Library
 Modesto Maidique Campus (Main
campus)
 Hubert Library
 Biscayne Bay Green Library

University of North Florida
 Thomas G. Carpenter Library
University of South Florida
 Shimberg Health Sciences Library
(USF Health, Tampa)
 Tampa Library, Tampa Campus
University of West Florida
John C. Pace Library

Florida Polytechnic University
Florida State University
 Strozier
 Dirac Science
 Allen Music
 Maguire Medical
 Law
 Engineering
 Goldstein
New College of Florida
 Jane Bancroft Cook Library
University of Central Florida
 John C. Hitt Libraries
 Main campus
University of Florida
 Health Science Center Library
 Legal Information Center - Law
library
 Smathers Library
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FCS Respondents:
Broward College:
 University College Library /
Broward College & FAU joint use
Chipola College
 Chipola
College of Central Florida
 Ocala and Citrus campuses
Daytona State College
 Daytona Campus
Eastern Florida State College
 Cocoa Campus
Florida Gateway College
 Main campus
Florida SouthWestern State College
 Lee Campus
Florida State College at Jacksonville
 Downtown Campus
Gulf Coast Community College
 Panama City
Hillsborough Community College
 District Library
 Southshore Campus
Indian River State College
 All
Lake-Sumter Community College
 Leesburg
Miami Dade College
 Homestead Campus
 West
North Florida Community College
 Main Campus
Northwest Florida State College
 NWFSC LRC, Niceville

Pasco-Hernando Community College
 District
 Porter Campus at Wiregrass
Ranch (in Wesley Chapel)
Pensacola State College
 Chadbourne Library
Polk State College
 Lakeland
Seminole State College of Florida
 Sanford/Lake Mary
South Florida Community College
St. Johns River State College
 Orange Park Campus
St. Petersburg College
 Caruth Health Education Center
 Gibbs
 Tarpon Springs
 West Community Library, Gibbs
Campus
State College of Florida, ManateeSarasota
 Bradenton Campus
Tallahassee Community College
 Main Campus and Ghazvini
Center
Valencia Community College
 East Campus Library
 Winter Park Campus

Fifty-one total responses were received for the survey across both systems, representing 37 of
forty institutions.
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3) Are you the primary interlibrary loan contact?
Yes
No

41
10

80%
20%

No
20%

Yes
80%

Section 2: Current Practices
1) Do you participate in a traditional interlibrary loan (outside of UBorrow/Aleph
ILL)?
Yes
No

45
6

88%
12%

No
12%

Yes
88%

2) If yes, what systems do you use to process and track your ILL requests?
WorldShare
ILLiad
Odyssey
RapidILL
DOCLINE/Quick Doc
Relias
Locally developed
system
Other
Clio
Ariel

34
16
12
11
6
1

67%
31%
24%
22%
12%
2%

1

2%

1
0
0

2%
0%
0%
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70%

67%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

31%
24%

22%
12%
2%

2%

2%

0%

0%

0%

Other:
Aleph
UBorrow
ALEPH, OCLC
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3) Do you accept ALA forms?
No
Yes - both print and online
Yes - only in print
Yes - only online ILLiad lending request
page
Left Blank

50%

24
15
6

47%
29%
12%

3

6%

3

6%

47%

45%
40%
35%

29%

30%
25%
20%
12%

15%

6%

10%

6%

5%
0%
No

Yes - both print
and online

Yes - only in
print

Yes - only online
ILLiad lending
request page

Left Blank

4) Do you send ALA forms?
No
Yes- both print and
online
Yes - only online
Yes - only in print
Left blank

42

82%

4

8%

2
1
2

4%
2%
4%

8

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
No

Yes- both print and
online

Yes - only online

Yes - only in print

Left blank

5) Do you accept IFLA request vouchers?
Yes
No
Left
Blank

9
39

18%
76%

3

6%
Left Blank
6%
Yes
18%

No
76%
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6) Do you send IFLA request vouchers?
Yes
No
Left
Blank

8
41

16%
80%

2

4%
Left Blank
4%
Yes
16%

No
80%

7) If you are using ILLiad, do you have online lending request forms available?
Yes
No
Left
Blank

9
24

18%
47%

18

35%

Left Blank
35%

Yes
18%

No
47%
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Comments:
At Gibbs we only use Aleph all other items go through Health or HEC by
Joanne Arthur
Not really sure what this is?
I'm not certain what is meant by "online lending request forms"....?
We are currently unable to use this feature because our web pages are
shared across all our sites.
I don't know what an ALA form or IFLA form is, so I don't really know if we
would accept them or not. We've never gotten either in the last few years.

8) If you are using an interlibrary loan system outside of Aleph to track nonUBorrow/Aleph ILL requests, do you make temporary circulation records for
those items in order to check them out to your patrons (e.g., to track overdue
notices and automate billing)?
No
Yes - from the time we initially received the request
Yes - from the time that the item goes 30 days
overdue
Left Blank

43%
45%

22
21

43%
41%

2

4%

6

12%

41%

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
12%

15%
10%

4%

5%
0%
No

Yes - from the time
we initially received
the request

Yes - from the time
that the item goes
30 days overdue

Left Blank
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Comments:
Those who said “No”:
We have a generic ILL Account in Aleph. While some institution have their
own accounts (all FL institutions), others items are checked out to the
generic ILL Account.
We would if we could enter the due date during record creation instead of at
check-out
We create a record on the fly once the item is received in order to circulate
the item to our patron
We track ILL circulation via ILLiad

Those who said “Yes – from the time we initially received the request”:
We have a set of "OCLC items" such as bib numbers and OCLC request
numbers for tracking
We are currently testing ILLiad Web Circ and hope to stop creating temp
records by end of the summer.
Yes- but only when we receive the item. We have a barcoded strap we put
on the book to check it out to our patron. In the record for the book strap we
put the ILL number and book title in a note field. This is not done until we get
the item, not from the time the patron puts in a request for an item.
We make the temp record as soon as the item arrives.
Yes but don't seem to get to many
reusable barcodes ILLs only

9) How many library staff members at your specific library location handle
interlibrary loan/resource sharing/UBorrow/Aleph ILL requests, and for how many
hours?

Median
Average
Range

Staff Members
2
2.5
0.5 to 7.5

Hours Per Day
4.5
6.6
0.5 to 32
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10) How many combined borrowing and lending UBorrow/Aleph ILL and other
interlibrary loan requests does your library process per year?
Fewer than 500
500-5,000
5,001-15,000
15,001-35,000
More than
35,000
Left Blank

14
18
6
4

27%
35%
12%
8%

6

12%

3

6%

35%

40%
35%
30%

27%

25%
20%
15%
10%

12%

12%
8%

6%

5%
0%
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11) What issues or problems do you face most often with interlibrary loan
processing (e.g., invoicing, slips and labels, etc.)?
Invoicing/billing/payment
Invoicing. I have my own template that I use for UBorrow/AlephILL and ILLiad. Our
policy regarding when to invoice has been altered this year, so now I have to track due
dates regularly. Especially in UBorrow/Aleph ILL modules across 4 campuses.
Invoicing for lost/overdue items.
Invoicing slips and incomplete label information
Invoicing is complicated. Missing slips. Incorrect paperwork with borrowed UBorrows
1. Invoicing, overdues 2. Sometimes the data on ALEPH is not specific enough to fill
request, i.e. bib/doc #
Invoicing.
Invoicing, items lost in transit
Printing slips (specifically, the formatting) can be a challenge to make it work properly
with modern printers.
Sometimes with labels because the mailing information is cut off.
1. Delayed shipping. Says "shipped" in Aleph, but item is not received for over a week.
2. Not having a "notes" field to identify edition. 3. No "request on behalf" capability.
Materials delayed or lost in shipment
Incorrect/incomplete addresses for borrowing library Non-standardized slips across
libraries Patrons from other libraries calling us directly to try to arrange an ILL without
going through their home institution.
Lost in mail items (USPS),
Time restraints
Most of our issues stem from having to use two separate systems (WorldShare and
ALEPH) and us being the processing hub for OCLC ILL. We do occasionally have
issues with other libraries taping things to our books in a way that damages them.
Lack of a standard format and required information.
The biggest "problem" is having to duplicate information in order to record all interlibrary
loans in one database location.
ILLiad Address book needing clean up. Not enough staff time to achieve. For UBorrow,
lack of uniformity with Slips/Labels
Aleph requests do not always display the requestor's name and address only the aleph
code.
Requests expiring too quickly record mismatches status not set correctly by lending
library, have to call for change
When no paperwork is included with the item, things going "wonky" in the system
(system automatically changing due dates or not allowing us to change a due date),
Wrong book returned (same book but belonging to another institution).
No batch download available for WorldShare or Aleph ILL
Don't know where the UBorrower/Aleph ILL book straps are; only let's us print the
information slip
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With ALEPH ILL, one of the computers I use doesn't handle printing the forms correctly.
I have no problems when working with WorldShare. Most of the bugs they had to start
have been worked out. ALEPH is a bit stiffer. It is also difficult in ALEPH as a borrower
when the lending library does something to close out the record before it gets to you.
Then the request becomes harder to work with. ALEPH is very unforgiving in this regard.
I also find it bothersome when creating a request, we are not able to really order our
lender list. The automatic process in the background make this difficult.
For OCLC it is missing information such as name, campus/college, citation information
TBLC labels for delivery often have some difficulty locating the correct library
Labeling different types of ILLs; invoicing
Mostly the problem arise from UBorrow multi-volume requests, or requests for things
that we do not own. Most tasks are routine.
People who do not use removable book labels or who leave loose paperwork in the
books, too many requirements for lending materials (in library use only, UPS/FedEx,
people who tape on the outside of the books, long overdue books, short due dates
ILLiad can often be a problem. It doesn't always work smoothly. Having several ILLiad
logons units at UF has created problems for patrons and library staff.
No batch print function. Need to change the template to make it more printer friendly.
Nothing consistent, just occasional glitches.
None
No problems
Very few issues.
None

12) What issues or problems do you encounter most in handling circulation
transactions (e.g., patron record loads, joint-use facilities, printer daemon, lost
items, etc.)?
Lost items and wrong items sent
Lost items, item barcodes which do not scan.
Overdue and lost items. And renewal requests when items are already overdue.
Lost items, patrons do not return items on time.
Missing items
Lost items
Items lost in statewide courier
Lost items.
We are dealing with our lost items policies to fix that big problem. Our campus patron
loads often do cause problems for non traditional patrons.
1. No response on renewal requests.
Checking items in when they should be checked out, Scanners do not read UBorrow
barcodes, Statistics are difficult to reconcile.
Lack of a means to tell in Aleph whether print jobs have been printed previously.
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Sometimes lending libraries send an item where the ILL barcode/ISBN # and not their
own barcode
(1) Our circ desks will sometimes discharge a UBorrow item before it gets checked out
to the patron, and then we need to place a ticket with FLVC to create a new transaction.
(2) We will sometimes receive UBorrow items that have already expired. (3) Multivolume requests are often confusing and inaccurate.
Having an automatic electronic notice to inform patrons of upcoming/expired due dates.
Email issues with UBorrow
Patron record load in summer-2 summer semesters overwrite each other. Joint use
facility-billing students. Shelf inventory and lost items lists/processes. Holds and what
to do if item not on shelf? - Pass to librarian, etc?
Patron load (patrons not in system)
Patron record issues
Patron record update/non-update,
Dual service USF SAR & NCF - Patron records. Billing.
Getting items returned in a timely manner; renewals
Items not on shelf when LINCC says available
Joint use facilities...trying to check out books to university patrons at a joint use facility
and vice versa...having to follow ILL policies to borrow a university owned book that is
housed at the joint-use facility, how to best serve our distance learners
When an intercampus request turns into an ILL and then ALEPH makes it almost
impossible to work with. Usually have to look up what patron the book is for and delete
the ILL record to be able to check the book out in circulation.
Intra-campus delay
Staff communications
Using ILLiad to track our circulation means there is no easy way to charge patron
overdue fines, etc. Not a major problem, but fines might give the patrons more incentive
to return materials on time, or even automatically block access to ILL.
Nothing springs to mind.
Our circulation end runs fairly smoothly.
Not many at all
No real issues with handling circulation transactions.
No real issues.
None
None
None
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Section 3: Media Lending Policies
1) Do you lend your media collection through non-UBorrow/Aleph interlibrary
loan?
Yes
Yes with restrictions on borrowing
time/renewals/collection
No

8

16%

10

20%

33

65%

Yes
16%

Yes with
restrictions on
borrowing
time/renewals
/collection
19%

No
65%

Comments:
Those who said “No”:
FAMU College of law's media collection is limited to DVD.
Hubert Library does with 2 week loan and renewal.
We don't have any physical items
No - our AV materials were purchased to support classroom instruction and need to be
available for instructor use. We do not have a collection of circulating AV.
We will make some exceptions but generally no DVDs / CDs / VHS. Audio books we
own (as opposed to rent) we would make exceptions for.
we do not send any audio/media

Those who said “Yes”:
We require that out of state media are returned traceable/insured.
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Those who said “Yes, with restrictions on borrowing time/renewals/collection”:
Our Cocoa Campus lends media in UBorrow and ILLiad for 3 weeks, no renewals, to FL
Universities and State Colleges ONLY. No public libraries. Melbourne and Titusville will
loan through UBorrow. Palm Bay will NOT lend any media.
In state.
We lend our VHS and DVDs for 14 days to simulate the 7 day checkout to local patrons.
We do not lend LP Albums, audiobooks or Kits.

2) Would your library consider lending media through UBorrow/Aleph ILL?
Yes
Yes with conditions on borrowing
time/renewals/collection
No
Left Blank

9

18%

18

35%

20
4

39%
8%

Left Blank
8%
Yes
18%
No
39%

Yes with
conditions on
borrowing
time/renewals
/collection
35%

Comments:
Those who said “No”:

We have a media center separate from the library (though housed in Coleman Library).
They use a different cataloging system so obtaining things through them is very difficult.
It's an awkward situation but I do not see it changing in the foreseeable future.
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Most of our DVD is on reserve, to be used with courses.
Not likely.
Same as above really. In certain special circumstances... yes, but most of our media is
for faculty check out only.
Too much damage occurs to the packages and the items themselves, smashed boxes,
broken cases, and hard to replace these items. Some items require unusual packaging
and replacement cost is out of our budget. Many items are returned never getting
checked out at the other end and get sent back. I think Media would be a waste of time
and just create more damage to the items themselves. If I was told to change this policy
by my supervisors I certainly would.
Our DVDs are our STUDENT CHOICE collection, & very popular
I believe our leaders are currently against this lending. They are a one week loan for
our patrons.
Our media has limited circulation (7 days) to local patrons. We are unwilling to give
extended privileges to non-UF patrons

Those who said “Yes”:
We would/could lend/copy electronic resources if publishers agreed.
Yes, if reciprocal. If not, then no

Those who said “Yes – with conditions on borrowing time/renewals/collection”:
Not sure, I would need to take this to the management/other librarians. I would be in
favor of this, as many of our media items are not getting used, such as audio books.
Palm Bay campus will not lend under any circumstances.
Excluding certain call number ranges for materials explicitly for our faculty

Those who left the item blank:
Maybe, if there were a better delivery method. TCC did lend media and had to charge
for replacement of items damaged through DLLI. Maybe media could be placed in a
different color bag, then I will most likely lend media.
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3) If you would lend some but not all of your media collections, which media
types would you lend?
DVD
CD
VHS
Audiobook
Musical scores
Blu-Ray
Leisure and academic
materials
Computer programs on disc
Cassette
Academic material only
Other
Album
Left Blank
50%

24
17
13
11
11
9

47%
33%
25%
22%
22%
18%

8

16%

7
4
4
4
3
16

14%
8%
8%
8%
6%
31%

47%

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%

33%

31%
25%
22%

22%
18%

16%

14%
8%

8%

8%

6%

5%
0%
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Other media types:
Administrator is worried we may have more leisure materials than other libraries and
that lending them could become a burden on ILL.
Any electronic resources that we could lend/copy.
We will lend all for free with reciprocal agreement or charge with 15IFM.
Our musical scores are classified as books so we lend them.
Scores can be lent at the discretion of our Music librarian.
Books on CD don't have many of these left to worry that much about them
Books with CD/DVD component. We do send with book for the same period book is
available for loan.
Marked types are pretty much all the media types we have in our collections
We cannot lend audiobooks due to licensing restrictions.
We couldn't loan movies/dvds that are on reserve for classes, such as biological themed
movies.
None

4) What loan period would your library be most likely to support for media items?
7 days
14 days
21 days
30 days
45 days
60 days
Left Blank

30%

13
12
4
1
5
2
14

25%

25%

25%
24%
8%
2%
10%
4%
27%

27%
24%

20%
15%
10%

8%

10%
5%

4%

2%

0%
7 days

14 days

21 days

30 days

45 days

60 days

Left Blank
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5) Would a scenario where different media formats are loaned for different
amounts of time in UBorrow/Aleph ILL be more appealing to you than all media
formats having one loan period?
Yes
No
Left
Blank

14
31

27%
61%

6

12%

Left Blank
12%

Yes
27%

No
61%

Comments:
Those who said “No”:
All materials should have the same amount of time
That would be too chaotic.
Prefer consistency in loan periods. Patrons will remember easier.
Keep them all the same.
All formats should have the same check out length. I would rather get my patron a CD
from Texas for 3 weeks than a UB partner for 7 days.
Might get confusing
Different forms of media require different loan periods. Ex. Language learning CD's
should have a longer loan time than DVD's.
No matter - our STUDENTS want & need our STUDENT CHOICE collection(s)
Too confusing to the patron.
What about joint use facilities... branch campuses where the ILL department has to ship
the item to the branch campus...how does one take into account the shipping time to get
the item to the patron
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Those who said “Yes”:
I'm fine with either option, really. In special cases, it may be good to have control over
loan time.
Absolutely... I would loan an audio book for the same time I would loan a print book. Our
DVDs are for faculty to use in the classroom and need to not be sent out to other
institutions, but were we to lend them 7 days would be it for a DVD.
I would say yes for now, but this would need some discussion.

Those who left the item blank:
I think we are against lending media via UBorrow/ILL.

6) Would your library allow renewals on media items that were loaned through
UBorrow/Aleph ILL?
Yes
No
Left
Blank

21
22

41%
43%

8

16%

Left Blank
16%

Yes
41%

No
43%
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Comments:
Those who said “No”:
We do not lend media out as a rule.
Unless policy changes by supervisors
Not sure at this time.
We do not permit renewals on media items to our local patrons.

Those who said “Yes”:
If item is not requested by a patron or if item is popular.
Only 1 renewal.
One renewal
Media should be treated as any other loan. So long as we maintain the recall for
reserves.
Keep it the same as for regular loans.

Those who left the item blank:
If we agree, is my belief that we will allow.
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7) What other collections do you lend through non-UBorrow/Aleph ILL interlibrary
loan?
New books
Leisure reading
Musical scores
Government
documents
Periodicals
Microfilm/fiche
Theses/dissertations
Not applicable
Special collections
Reference
Other
Left Blank

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

24
20
13

47%
39%
25%

11

22%

10
10
10
8
7
5
4
4

20%
20%
20%
16%
14%
10%
8%
8%

47%
39%

25%
22%

20%

20%

20%
16%

14%
10%

8%

8%

Other:
All that we own with special consideration given periodical volumes - In Library Use Only
- with supervisor permission. Right to deny request.
We loan out some microfilm when there is a special request.
Leisure reading older than one year Government documents - we try to find an eVersion
for the patron first.
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We haven't seen any requests for periodicals via UBorrow. We lend periodicals that are
over 5 years on a regular basis. If it is out-of-state, then we would send it and ask that it
would be returned traceable/insured. In library use.
A lot of these items we no longer have in our collection. We don't loan Leisure as they
have come up lost on to many occasions
We don't have many of these collections, we don't usually lend new (current year) books
or high use items such as newer nursing manuals- we keep them for our students to
use. But we will always scan and send any pages electronically.
We don't. Periodicals are copies only, same with reference. We don't send the actual
item just a copy of the article. We don't have a special "new book" collection and are
willing to lend most new books. Exam study guides that have a high use rate in our
library are generally not lent.
None

8) What other collections might you consider lending through UBorrow/Aleph
ILL?
Periodicals
new books
Leisure reading
Microfilm/fiche
Theses/dissertations
Government
documents
Musical scores
Other
Reference
Special collections
Left Blank

11
11
11
9
8

22%
22%
22%
18%
16%

7

14%

7
4
3
2
25

14%
8%
6%
4%
49%
49%

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

22%

22%

22%

18%

16%

14%

14%
8%

6%

4%
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Other:
Would depend on what we could lend
Maybe on a short term.
Do not know, that will be decided by our Library Dean
With the approval of the Associate Dean.
We don't have many of these.
Microform - on special request only.
Film only.
We would send copied articles through UBorrow using the non-returnable function.
We already send these via UBorrow / Aleph ... copies of articles for periodicals and
reference books, and we often do lend most new books (there are a few exceptions). I
would consider lending print reference books rather than a copy of the article in some
cases, but then we run into issues of multi volume sets where the request is not specific
enough (not going to send 5 vol. through ILL).
Books that are in the circulation collection cannot be loaned to non SPC student if from
current two years
N/A we send everything except the media and Leisure items
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Section 4: UBorrow/Aleph ILL Processing
1) What information do you most need on a UBorrow/Aleph ILL bookstrap/label
for your processing?
Borrowing institution
Borrower request number
Lender name
Item barcode or barcode of the borrower request
number
Item title
Patron name
Lender request number
Borrower OCLC symbol
Barcode item barcode from bib record
Lender symbol
Lending request date
Call number
Patron barcode
Sublibrary
Collection
Patron status
Other
Doc. Number
Item seq.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

90% 88% 88%

84%

80%

76%

71%

67%

61% 59%
57%

46
45
45

90%
88%
88%

43

84%

41
39
36
34
31
30
29
26
23
23
13
9
7
4
1

80%
76%
71%
67%
61%
59%
57%
51%
45%
45%
25%
18%
14%
8%
2%

51%

45% 45%
25%
18%

14%

8%

2%
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Other:
Due Date, whether or not renewals are allowed, address information of the lender to
help with returns.
Correct due date (Due date with the shipping days already deducted.)
Due date
Due Date
Lenders due date
Due Date
I don't need the patron name or patron barcode on the book strap, nor the lender or
borrower symbols but they don't hurt and can be nice to have. In situations where the
institutional name has changed but not been updated or is highly abbreviated, the
symbols are a nice thing to have. I would like to have the DUE DATE on the slip rather
than the lending request date.
Above, one of the options is item barcode from bib record. The only barcodes kept on
bib records should be ISBNs and UPC type codes. The barcodes we use in the library
should be kept on the Item record. In that case, it wouldn't hurt, but would it be the Item
barcode, or the Item barcode we input upon receipt?
I think the way they come is fine more clarity on the lending library's names
Abbreviations are confusing like Miami Dade, Florida State, etc.
Patron phone number and email.
OCLC symbol is not always on requests coming from requestors which at times makes
it difficult to know where to send it.
Borrower Address Lender Address

2) What information is getting in the way of processing and should be removed
from the UBorrow/Aleph ILL bookstrap label?
I have no issues other than items come to me that belong to a different campus; due to
labeling
I don't know that the call number or OCLC symbols are really helpful. Just makes the
bookstrap seem cluttered.
Our problem is not with the bookstrap itself, but with the varieties of bookstraps we get,
some of which have missing information. If everyone would consistently print the correct
version it would help a lot.
A uniformed template as the strap/label that is clear and simple with only most pertinent
information in larger font size. Most information can be found in ALEPH, so having it restated on the bookstrap just clutters the label.
Our institution's address; just don't need it. Borrowing library code; always have to look
up the borrowing library name and address. Displaying the borrowing name/address is
much more useful.
Why is Lending printed at the top of the borrowing information and Borrowing over the
lender information?, "Volume Requested" =Book?, non scannable book barcode,
duplicate information, Doc. No. should be removed.
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Patron information, lending request date, barcodes which do not scan
I generally don't use the information on the book strap except to see where the item
needs to go back to and about what time it was requested (so I can pull the paperwork).
But generally knowing who the item came from, perhaps lender/ borrower numbers -- or
one simplified item number (like OCLC request number) rather than two different
number, when it is due, is sufficient for me to look up any other data I may need.
We can't find the bookstrap/label to print--only the information slip will print
DUE DATES! Don’t delete, but fix! the slips show the date due AT THE LENDING
INSTITUTION - I always have to CHANGE IT to date item is due HERE AT MY
LIBRARY
Patron barcode, doc. no., item seq.,
Nothing for us
None
None
None.
None
None?
None
Nothing
Nothing.
N/A, all information is clear.
None

3) What make and model of barcode scanner are you using to scan UBorrow
barcodes?
Intermec
Honeywell
Multiple types
Symbol
Metrologic
PSC Quickscan
STI
Citrus Campus

14
4
4
4
3
2
2
1

27%
8%
8%
8%
6%
4%
4%
2%

Carolina Barcode B39
Datalogic Quickscan
Handheld products
Opticon
Voyager
ZBA
"Don't scan" or Left item blank

1

2%

1
1
1
1
1
11

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
22%

30

30%

27%

25%

22%

20%
15%
10%

8%

8%

8%
6%
4%

5%

4%
2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

0%

4) How would you rate your satisfaction with your current barcode scanner?
Very
Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Neutral
Satisfied
Very
Satisfied
Left Blank

2

4%

0
10
23

0%
20%
45%

12

24%

4

8%
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Left Blank
8%
Very Satisfied
23%

Dissatisfied
0%
Neutral
20%

Very
Dissatisfied
4%

Satisfied
45%

5) Do you have any suggestions for improvements to the UBorrow/Aleph ILL
bookstrap/label?
I think return address information is helpful.
Same as #2 (Respondent said A uniformed template as the strap/label that is clear and
simple with only most pertinent information in larger font size. Most information can be
found in ALEPH, so having it re-stated on the bookstrap just clutters the label.)
What is "item seq: 1.0?", Instead of Bib Information perhaps Author/Title, perhaps
lending item barcode at the bottom of the slip and borrowing item barcode at the other
end of the slip. If the book barcode number is on the slip, it should have a scannable
barcode, Change multiple lines of text to single line to shorten the form
I hope that the new supplier configuration will enhance and shorten the wait time for
students. If the lending institutions are in close proximity to us our students will have a
shorter time to wait for their materials.
In all forms(lending/borrowing)the name of the institution should be present and patrons
name
Patron Name important for borrowing library We need continuity in the bookstraps/label
info across system
The Patron's name could be larger.
Display item barcode and lender/borrower request numbers in barcode font.
Make the barcodes larger, so they can be scanned.
Make sure everyone is using the same form and settings. Barcodes need to scan in all
types of scanners too.
Unified book strap across the state.
It will be nice when we have a new system and hopefully will no longer need the book
jacket and we will be able to simply scan the item barcode which will produce a slip to
insert inside the item
The state colleges need to wrap or sticker the front of the book. Not a half sheet in the
middle of the book.
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Clearly, the colleges, especially, need to conform to a statewide standard.
Should be more durable
Make it so there is only one rather than two different versions to be printed. (which is
probably why you are doing this survey). I had to keep reminding our ILL person to print
the one the Universities needed rather than the one we used to use -- either works just
fine for us but is nice when it fits on one page without manipulation.
Expand WorldShare capability to scan IL # barcodes for Batch Returns
Can't find the label--can only print out information slip
Printing them as a receipt might be a possibility. I tried it and it would use less paper for
one. We have an Epson receipt printer. Or use a removable multipurpose label.
No suggestion
Satisfied, no problems
Not really for the straps.

6) Do you have any suggestions for improvements to UBorrow/Aleph ILL
processing?
Include institution name, address and institution code on slip
Each library should include the same information and have a distinct color band to
identify the institution
We should be able to select the library we would like to borrow from, this guarantee the
request will be fill
Processing is pretty easy given the limitations of the Aleph module. It's when the item
becomes overdue and I have to perform tasks manually, like marking overdue or
invoicing that gets tedious.
Yes. As a satellite library located in Orlando, FL, we cannot UBorrow items from the
main FAMU campus.
Have a place for notes that is easy to access.
Documentation for Best Practices when we have a new system which we will all be
using throughout the state
Process item in hand and not paperwork.
Have OCLC Symbol or Full Name of the College on main tab in ALEPH for ease in
matching up the correct institution to book and ease in printing shipping information.
Add "book sticker" printing for borrower labels like you currently offer for lender labels.
At present you only offer "book band" printing for borrower labels.
Get rid of the dual lender/borrower number system. Each request should have one
reference number only, as in WorldShare.
Streamline invoicing process
The courier service is too slow and inconsistent. And we would like for e-books to be
excluded from the Union Catalog. This is the #1 source of confusion for patrons.
Faster processing
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It is currently assumed that items will take only 2 days to travel from lender to borrower,
but there is a 5 day allowance at the end for the item to go back to the lender. I suggest
reversing these, giving 5 days to travel from lender to borrower and 2 days from
borrower back to lender. This makes it more likely that the patron will get a full 45 days,
when currently the patron often gets fewer than 45 days because the item is still in
transit when the 45 day countdown starts.
If all UB are strapped or stickered, separating UB from ILLiad would save time.
Due date should reflect date patron must return to BORROWING library, per #2 above
When an item becomes overdue for a period of time, patron should not be allowed to
continue checking out books.
Online information about the service for advertising and patrons
We are still getting extra pages from the ALEPH system when we do manual printing.
Not sure I have an improvement, but I do have a few areas that bother me with ALEPH.
I mentioned earlier that some items we get in as a borrower come in closed. This
creates several problems. What causes the requests to close? I am not sure, but I know
that if someone who is new to working with ALEPH was to “check out” the item in
circulation to the borrower after sending the request in the ILL module, that in effect
closes the request. I can’t say that is why I always receive closed requests (I am not
even saying I get all that many of them), but I know that is one possibility. The issues
this creates range from an inconvenience to a real problem. The first thing it does is
close out the system’s ability to mediate loan period, or even ask for a renewal. We can
work around this by handling the request like it was one from WorldShare, use a “fake
item record” and create my own loan dates. To renew I could contact the lending Library
to let them know what is going on, and ask manually. So that is workable, a bit of a pain,
but workable. The real issue that happens is the patron’s name is scrubbed from the
record once it is closed, so when the item arrives I have no idea who it belongs to. I
have asked FLVC to see if they can retrieve the patron info, but they cannot. So when
this happens, we are small enough that I can hold the item for a week or two and see if
anyone comes in looking for it. If not, I send it back. If we were larger and did more
volume, I am not sure how that would work. I know this committee cannot control things
like this, but it would be great if they could be addressed.

7) Do you have any suggestions for improvements to UBorrow/Aleph ILL
communication?
Email to staff when there is a request for renewal or other urgent notes
Send emails to patrons consistently. Sometimes UBorrow doesn't send arrival notices to
patrons.
We would like to see email notifications sent to staff members for new lending requests,
renewal requests, and other time sensitive issues.
ILL supervisor should call each other when mistakes in processing from the respective
institution are identified.
Keep official contact person info updated...
Not sure anyone really reads messages inside module - I LIKE PHONE
COMMUNICATION
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There needs to be a way with in the system to inform patrons when their requests are
unfilled. I currently monitor the modules for all 4 campuses and send emails. There
should be automatic notification when an item is unfilled.
We can have a listserv which will include both colleges and universities and we will
share information and ideas.
A dedicated listserv with nothing but UBorrow.
A way to track shipment of materials via courier
Require libraries to say how long they're requesting a renewal for.
Database of current UBorrow Staff and yearly updating or as new people join.
If the request can be made directly from COL to main campus using UBorrow, it will be a
great improvement.
More difficult to get help through the FLVC than before. The library unit should be
separate from the main unit serving the virtual campus. The politicians messed it up.
Adding borrower's UBorrow request# on late notices.
I have two complaints with ALEPH communication: how the renewals are dealt with, and
the apparent lack of functionality between the two sides. With this said, I have no idea
what any of this looks like on the UBorrow side. Renewals in ALEPH have always been
an issue. Many Libraries never respond to requests, and that is probably because of
how they are presented. Being a small textual node on the lending tree just doesn’t pop
out enough. I t would be nice if that was some other way for those requests to stand out.
In WorldShare, an actual category pops up. I know ALEPH isn’t as responsive as that,
but there must be another way to present this info. At least on the borrowing side
Renewals are its own node on the tree under statuses, and not buried under messages.
Maybe that would stand out more. The issue of communication in general is a bit sticky.
In the FCS side of ALEPH, we have ILL Unit info on the ADMIN tab. Those unit records
are broken into each lending unit by campus/library, so we have contact info, as long as
FLVC keeps these records current, for each potential lender/borrower. I recently was
contacted by one of the Universities about an item we lent them, but the message came
to me through one of our other campuses. The person at the University claimed they
couldn’t figure out who to contact at the Orange Park Campus. I thought this was weird
because my name and email are clearly available on the Admin tab. Then it occurred to
me that maybe UBorrow doesn’t look the same. Though it could, I believe. Also if they
had just looked in our OCLC Policies file, my info is in there, but anyway. It seems like
this information should be shared between FLVC and the UBorrow system. Something
like the OCLC Policies directory for ALEPH/UBorrow. The information already exists, it
just needs to be accessible to all parties involved. Hopefully this will be resolved with the
new LMS.
No, pretty easy to contact other libraries.
None at the present time, just communicate and work together.
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TECHNICAL SERVICES STANDING COMMITTEE
Report on Current Activities for the Members Council on Library Services Meeting
September 2-3, 2015

CO-CHAIRS: Cindy M. Campbell and Kristine J. Shrauger

CURRENT ACTIVITIES:





Held meetings on June 8, 2015, July 13, 2015, and August 10, 2015.
Sarah Norris stepped down as Co-chair.
Kristine Shrauger replaced Sarah as the SUL Co-chair.
Five new members.

NEW PROJECTS:
 Formed a FAST Ad Hoc Group:
o Ad hoc FAST group met for the first time on June 1, 2015.
o Allison O’Dell (UF) was confirmed as chair.
o Meetings will be held monthly and communication will occur via TSSC listserv.
o There is no current deadline for the group’s investigation – they may consult with TSSC
later to develop a deadline if necessary.
o Small changes and clarifications are being made to the group’s charge.
o An informal survey of group members’ current institutional practices in regard to FAST
headings revealed inconsistencies, so the group will develop a consistent policy.
o Any recommended changes will be presented to TSSC and implemented in cooperation
with UISC.
o In conjunction with this Jorge Gonzales presented a FAST Training for the TSSC.
o Details were sent to FLVC-LIBRARIES-ALL by Lucy Harrison, Director, Division of Library
Services at FLVC.
 Dave Whisenant is working on a centralized batch load spreadsheet and defining format types
in BIB records across SUL and FCS.
 Protection of Local Information:
Trenita White brought up problems of overlaying and losing local information/fields in the
process. A subcommittee was formed to look at the LINCC manual section for that issue and
discuss how to approach it (this applies to colleges only). Jennifer Codding, Trenita White, Lori
Kempski, and a few more people will be asked to join this subcommittee.
o
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In an effort to accommodate the cataloging needs of the FCS libraries and be more
consistent in functionality between the FCS and SUS institutions, an ad hoc committee
of college technical services staff would like to recommend that the LINCC Database
Guidelines be modified to allow FCS libraries the ability to add local fields to
bibliographic records. These changes are in line with the SUS database guidelines where
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o

this functionality is currently in place. Local fields will display only in the local instance of
the college’s discovery tool (Mango and Primo). All local fields will display in the union
catalog as well as in the current Aleph OPAC.
Also, once this is approved by the committee and is reported to the Members Council,
we will implement this in Aleph and Primo for the colleges. (It is already implemented in
Mango for both the SUS and FCS.) Once the changes are made, we are planning on
having a training session in September via Collaborate to show library staff how to
implement it.

CONTINUING TSSC PROJECTS:
 FLVC has cleaned ~90% of vendor records identified in the initial report of records with an OCLC
number and only one holding. This is considered phase 1 of project 1.
 ~260,000 records meeting these conditions were identified; over 245,000 have been cleaned.
Another report will be run to identify remaining records meeting the phase 1 conditions.
 The rate of change may slow as some smaller groups of records require the same amount of
analysis as larger groups.
 Six SUS volunteers have been identified, each of whom can contribute 2-10 hours per week on
cleanup projects:
 Will clean records which have two OCLC 035 fields where the OCLC numbers are different – one
may be current and the other obsolete.
 FLVC is currently providing monthly reports on the project progress in TSSC meetings and ad hoc
via email.
 Mentoring Program now has six participants.

FLVC 9/2/15
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Regular Meeting of the
Members Council on Library Services (MCLS)
Minutes
Wednesday, September 2, 2015 – 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. ET
Thursday, September 3, 2015 – 8:30 to 12:00 p.m. ET
Florida Virtual Campus | 1753 W. Paul Dirac Drive | Tallahassee, Florida 32310
Members Present
Barry Baker (UCF), LisaMarie Bartusik (PSC), Christine Boatright (FGC), Cecilia Botero (UF Health Science),
Ray Calvert (Pasco-Hernando), Todd Chavez (USF), Mercedes Clement (DSC), Elizabeth Curry (UNF), Eric
Dominicis, (MDC), Lori Driscoll (GCSC), Andrea Dufault (HCC representing Karen Griffin), Bob Dugan
(UWF), Tracy Elliott (SCFMS), Teresa Faust (CF, representing Rayanne Giddis), Chris Fullerton (PCC),
Janice Henderson (NWFSC), Carol Hixson (FAU), Brian Kelley (PBSC), Lori Kelly (FKCC), Joe Leopold (SPC),
Jean Phillips (FSU, representing Julia Zimmerman), Tom Messner (FSCJ), Kathleen Miller (FGCU), Kathryn
Miller (POLY), Patrick Reakes (UF, representing Judy Russell), Ramona Miller-Ridlon (SFC, representing
Myra Sterrett), Lena Phelps (South Florida), Anne Prestamo (FIU), Patricia Profeta (IRSC), Debbie
Robinson (TCC), William Shuluk (FSW), Jill Simser (EFSC), Ruth Smith (VC), Jane Stephens (CC), Faye
Watkins (FAMU), Erika Wayne (SSC), Sarah Wiggins (BC), Christina Will (SJRCC), and Lynn Wyche (NFCC).
Guests: Valerie Boulos, Cindy Campbell, Rebecca Donlan, Wendy Dover, Jamie Rogers, and Shelly
Schmucker.
University of West Florida (UWF) CFPP/ FLVC Staff: Ellen Bishop, Claire Dygert, Tammy Elliott, Lucy
Harrison, Pam Northrup, Scott Schmucker, Chance Smith, Lauren Sproull, and Shawn Wilson.
Call to Order
Chair Prestamo called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m. She introduced new members Jane Stephens
(Chipola), Jill Simser (Eastern Florida State College), Carol Hixson (Florida Atlantic University), and Todd
Chavez (University of South Florida).
Questions on Reports from FLVC Standing Committees and Task Forces
Prestamo informed the council that the Executive Committee recently decided that committee liaisons
should have more active roles in the committee’s activities now that FLVC no longer operates under
Sunshine Law. The liaisons will now take the lead, working closely with the committee chairs, in drafting
the reports of the committee’s activities. At the quarterly MCLS meetings they will answer any questions
the council may have regarding the written report if they are in attendance. If they are unable to attend,
the committee chair will fill this role. The MCLS would like to focus on discussing the reports, and not
have them formerly presented or read to the council, since they are distributed prior to the meeting
Collection Management and E-Resources (CMESC)
Schmucker represented the committee. Prior to the meeting, a detailed report of the committee’s
activities was distributed. There were no questions or comments from the council on the report.
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Digital Initiatives (DISC)
Rogers represented the committee. Prior to the meeting, a detailed report of the committee’s activities
was distributed. There were no questions or comments from the council on the report.
Prestamo added that the MCLS Executive Committee approved a request from DISC to form a new
subcommittee to deal with PALMM following the migration from DigiTool, including considerations for
how PALMM data will be housed and delivered in the future.
Resource Sharing
Dover represented the committee. Prior to the meeting, a detailed report of the committee’s activities
was distributed. Dover added that an accompanying document having to do with updating the listservs
and consolidating them will be emailed from the FLVC Help Desk after the meeting. Each institution will
receive the portion that is relevant to their staff. There were no questions or comments from the council
on the report.
Technical Services
Campbell represented the committee. Prior to the meeting, a detailed report of the committee’s
activities was distributed. There were no questions or comments from the council on the report.
User Interfaces
Profeta represented the committee. Prior to the meeting, a detailed report of the committee’s activities
was distributed. There were no questions or comments from the council on the report.
Open-Access Textbooks and Education Resources Task Force (OATER)
Dygert presented an oral report on this committee’s activities. There have been two membership
changes: Henderson has replaced Dugan on the task force and Susan Rudasill at FSU has also been
replaced on the committee by Francisca Vancora. The task force has been working on a report that will
provide recommendations on how FLVC can support the integration of open educational resources and
library licensed content on a statewide basis in an effort to help reduce textbook costs. They are also
working on a survey that will go out to a huge group of librarians in the instructional design, teaching,
and technology fields to see what activities they are working on in this e-textbook field. They are also
working on an environmental scan and researching good opportunities to partner on initiatives like
OpenStacks. The task force is also recommending that institutions pair a librarian with an instructional
design person so that they can start building a statewide infrastructure and have liaisons to FLVC.
Motion: Miller motioned to accept the committee reports. Reakes seconded the motion. Motion
approved.
Next-Gen ILS
Update on Negotiations
Prestamo and Harrison provided an update on this process. The NGILS core Negotiation Team and
Workgroup membership was announced to the council. Mike Dieckmann from UWF will be the lead
negotiator on the core team. Also on that team are: Angie Jones, UWF Director of Procurement and
Contracts; Janice Gilley, UWF Assistant Vice President for Governmental and Community Relations; and,
Anne Prestamo and Janice Henderson representing the council; and, from FLVC Ellen Bishop and Lucy
Harrison. The core negotiation team will be communicating directly with III and on all of the direct
conversations regarding contract terms and conditions. The larger workgroup will play an advisory role
to the core team responding to technical questions and will act as representatives for the larger library
community where consensus decisions are needed. Both team and workgroup members are working on
a negotiation points document and anticipate an initial kickoff meeting with III being scheduled soon.
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III has been asked to provide a development roadmap and a list of what they will be providing as part of
the contract. The workgroup and team hope to conclude the process by the end of October.
Discussion on Framework for Planning and Implementation
Harrison and Bishop shared a proposed organizational framework model to be used throughout the
system for planning and implementing the new NGILS. A graphic and text document was distributed.
The framework includes library staff, MCLS members, FLVC staff, MCLS standing committees, and new
working groups, institutional contacts, and interest groups.
The council discussed the documents and suggestions were offered to help improve the process.
Highlights from the discussion follow.














Working groups should be made up of very interested and committed people who have support
and backing from administrators that will allow them full participation.
Solicit feedback from the Executive Committee and the MCLS and ask for volunteers by reaching
out to librarians that we know are interested.
Solicit feedback and recommendations from our existing standing committees as to who should
be on these groups.
Have the Executive Committee members reconfirm with the deans and directors of the working
group members that they are still in support of their staff members’ participation and include a
review of the roles at points throughout the process.
The Executive Committee should review the membership to ensure a broad representation of
the libraries.
Working Groups should be different entities than our current standing committees.
Interest groups will have new listservs created for them.
Consideration can also be given to opening those interest groups to librarians outside of the
Florida College System (FCS) and the State University System (SUS) libraries.
Each institution will need to have one person authorized to be the local ILS coordinator to help
coordinate the activities at their institution. It will be up to the institutions who they would like
to involve (staff in the MIS departments, etc.) in the process. However, a process needs to be
developed to provide support for smaller institutions that are unable to dedicate staff solely to
this implementation. Suggestions included creating a small colleges interest group, regional
pairings, and creating regional groups between those smaller institutions and those institutions
that have more staff and resources available.
Add a working group to discuss the backend of discovery.
Add a box that demonstrates the relationship between the local ILS coordinator and the
institution CIO and/or the MIS or ITS departments.
Add an institution staff person from distance learning.

Bishop and Harrison will update the document to reflect the suggestions from the discussion. Members
were encouraged to share the documents with their staff and provide additional feedback as an
institution. The Executive Committee will review any recommended changes to the framework or big
items that were missed at their meeting in October. Feedback should be sent by Friday, October 16 to
Tammy Elliott at FLVC. Once negotiations have been finalized, the Executive Committee can begin
forming the groups and soliciting members for the intended groups.
Prestamo added that while we don’t know all that’s going to be involved at this point, one of the
sections in the negotiation points document does ask the vendor for clarification on training and any
pre-migration consulting services they will provide.
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Bishop added that they talk about online training in addition to in-person training and their general
module seemed to be a train-the-trainer type, but that will be confirmed during the negotiations. As for
communications, FLVC will devote a large section to NGILS activities on its new library services website.
In addition, special CRM queues will be created to address questions and calls about new functionality in
the new system. Other communications involve the institutions joining the III listservs and meetings for
any activities or groups as the council and FLVC recommend.
The members also discussed the project timeline. A two-year implementation has been recommended.
Because there are a limited number of opportunities to make such a big change, the aim is to have the
new system implemented during the summer of 2017, with a fallback to the 2017 winter break.
E-Resources: Recommendations for 2016 Collection
Approve 2016 Collections
Schmucker and Dygert presented this report. Prior to the meeting, the committee report was
distributed. It was a follow-on to the December 2014 report that was presented with the 60% shared eresource scenario. In June 2015, the committee learned they didn’t need to meet that requirement and
were asked to put together another recommendation which allocated current funds between systems
much the way as it had been in the past. They were also asked to investigate if we could share more and
upgrade some of the products.
Two scenarios were presented. Scenario 1 used the 2015 collection as a base. The shortfall numbers had
changed since the report was originally distributed. Schmucker noted that the products selected by the
SUS for cancellation were not listed in any priority order and that most likely they would not all need to
be cut based on numbers received in the last week. The FCS is also recommending that we upgrade from
CINAHL Full Text to CINAHL Complete. Scenario 1 would mean the sharing percentage would increase
from 11% to about 12.3%.
Scenario 2 was the committee’s recommended scenario and it takes what was the Wilson package—the
shared 11% package—and upgrades some of those to core EBSCO products. It would mean cutting a
little more, including some of the Wilson content, but the committee felt that the upgrade and the
additional general education and undergraduate full-text content would be beneficial to the whole
system. The cuts here would include the four Wilson products—Book Review Digest Plus, Biological and
Agricultural Index Plus, Biography Index Past and Present, and Omni File for everybody. Individual
systems cuts were also presented. Based on the latest figures, the committee felt they would be able to
keep Library Literature and ARTStor for the FCS. The day prior, the SUS opted to license ProQuest
Congressional instead of the resources that were recommended by the committee. Scenario 2 would
mean the sharing percentage would increase to about 15.2%.
Discussion followed. The changes noted are for this current budget year starting in January 2016. It will
be implemented immediately with the group licensing process starting next week, which has also been
pushed back to accommodate additional scenarios. Harrison noted that any canceled items are
automatically moved in to the group licensing process. The goal is to finalize the licensing information
around Thanksgiving, for an effective renewal date of January. Payment is rendered to FLVC at the end
of the year and hopefully FLVC will also be able to handle the invoicing process as well.
Harrison noted that Janice Gilley will be starting conversations with the legislative staff on what their
expectations from us are moving forward and that FLVC will get the council as much information as they
can as soon as they can. Dygert added that it would be good to have a document to tell the story of how
changes and cuts to e-resources affect Florida’s students. The document could also be used by Gilley
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when she talks to the legislature about FLVC and also by council members when they talk to their deans
and provosts at the institutions. The council agreed with this as well, so FLVC staff will begin to work on
this.
Motion: There was a motion to bring forth a vote on scenarios 1 and 2. Messner moved and Hixson
seconded the motion. The council voted in favor of Scenario 2, voting 27 to 4.
MCLS Processes and Procedures
Update from Operating Procedures Task Force
Henderson continues to lead the task force working to update the council’s operating procedures. They
plan to have a revised document for review and discussion at the council’s next meeting.
Liaison for Digital Initiative Standing Committee (DISC)
Prestamo reported that members have stepped forward to fill recent committee liaison vacancies.
However, a liaison is still needed for the DISC. This liaison role does not require in-depth knowledge of
digital services but rather the ability to bring the information and questions of this committee back to
the MCLS and its Executive Committee. Prestamo solicited volunteers and asked that interested parties
contact her or Tammy Elliott at FLVC.
Members Council on Distance Learning (MCDLSS) Update
Opper gave an update on distance learning activities. The MCDLSS is working to complete the rebuild of
the course catalog and institutional profiles. The council will meet October 8-9 at the University of North
Florida in Jacksonville and will begin a project called “Rethinking the Learning Model” which will explore
distance learning course models cost factors and how that process could be redesigned. They expect
that this topic will set their agenda and meetings for next year.
FLVC Update
Library Services Update
Prior to the meeting, a document with updates on projects at FLVC was distributed. Harrison reviewed
the document and stated that at the conclusion of this meeting, she will update the document to
include a few new updates and an overview of this meeting and send it back out to the MCLS and to the
LIBSALL listserv.
FLVC Update
Organizational Update
Northrup joined the meeting to discuss recent leadership changes at FLVC. It was recently announced
that Don Muccino had decided to retire from his position of CEO at FLVC. He will work with FLVC
through December 2015 in a support role as FLVC continues to transition to UWF and to new leadership.
Instead of replacing Muccino’s position, there will be an Executive Director overseeing the Florida
Academic Library Services Cooperative (FALSC), a role that Harrison has been asked and agreed to fill on
an interim basis. In addition, John Opper will now serve as the Executive Director for Distance Learning
and Student Services (DLSS) and the K-12 component. Both Harrison and Opper will report to Northrup,
who will provide strategic area oversight for FLVC at the state and legislative level.
An official search for an executive director for FALSC is slated to begin in January and Harrison is eligible
to apply for the position if she so chooses. Members expressed support for Harrison and questioned
what they see as a difference in treatment for libraries versus DLSS. Northrup explained that Opper had
formally served as the executive director for distance learning before the organizations merged and so
was just restored to his former position, while appointing a new executive director of FALSC was written
in statute.
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Northrup gave an overview of how she thinks the hiring process for this position will go. The search
would be conducted as a Sunshine search and a search committee would be formed that would be
comprised of internal UWF staff and representatives from either the MCLS or its executive committee.
She anticipates interviews with candidates being scheduled at a time aligned with an MCLS meeting.
However, she noted she is open to any suggestions the members may have on the process.
Discussion followed. Members wondered how Harrison’s new role of interim executive director would
be different from what she has been currently doing. Harrison addressed some of those concerns and
added that she also feels as if she has been doing many of the things that Northrup outlined as being
responsibilities for the new executive director.
Members suggested to Northrup that she look into appointing an interim staff person in Harrison’s
current position so that she does not have to wear two hats. Northrup agreed and stated that this was
something she and Harrison will discuss and try to figure out if it is the right thing to do. Mike
Dieckmann, former CIO at UWF, has joined the Innovation Institute and will be working with staff at
FLVC to support their IT functionality. And while his duties won’t take the place of the work Harrison
does, it will alleviate some of the day-to-day responsibilities that Harrison will have.
Northrup also addressed members’ belief that funds allocated for the libraries are being used to pay for
distance learning services and to cover salary costs for her and/or other Innovation Institute staff. She
stated that neither her salary nor the salaries of any of her employees are paid for from the FLVC
budget. The 90% that the libraries brought in to FLVC remains in place. When distance learning and
student services joined with the Innovation Institute, the legislature allocated $6 million to support DLSS
programs, which is in addition to the monies brought in by the organization itself.
Northrup noted that moving forward, her desire is to continue the work of consolidating the activities
and shared services of FLVC, like IT, the Help Desk, and communications, and to provide even more
support in those areas. She added that in this new model where an institution has responsibility for a
statewide organization, FLVC has the added benefit of having access to functions that a university
provides like HR, IT, and all the back office business functions. She indicated that there are no plans to
build two completely separate verticals and not integrate the functions that are currently in place and
stressed again that funds for the libraries are not being funneled to support DLSS or any UWF staff.
Members also questioned Northrup’s ability to oversee FLVC in light of her responsibilities as associate
provost at the Innovation Institute. She assured the members that she was completely dedicated to the
organization and expressed that she feels that she’ll be able to lend support in places that FLVC may not
have had support before with the legislature, legislative staff, the Board of Governors (BOG), and with
the college presidents.
Northrup also acknowledged that the current plan for how to move forward with leadership for FLVC
and FALSC has not completely been determined and that she has no grand plan on how things should
be. She also expressed that she is not undaunted by the tasks that lie ahead with FLVC and her role in
that. To that end, she encouraged the members to give her as much feedback—good or bad—on ways
to stabilize the organization and move it forward in a common direction with little disruption, especially
as this is an absolute critical time in the organization with the NGILS activities that are underway.
In conclusion, Prestamo encouraged members to take some time to digest this conversation and to send
her any additional comments so that she could forward them to the Executive Committee for further
discussion.
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Legislative and Legislative Budget Request (LBR) Update
Northrup discussed the two LBRs that she presented to the BOG on behalf of FLVC along with Janice
Gilley and Lisa Cook. The ILS LBR—a request for non-recurring funds to support running dual systems for
the next two years while the NGILS is implemented—was presented to the Innovations and Online
Committee of the BOG and was approved without question. The second LBR request—to provide
uniform access to STEM e-resources for postsecondary students in the SUS and FCS—was also approved.
This LBR was presented on behalf of the Council of Academic Vice Presidents (CAVP) by Ron Tolle of
Florida Gulf Coast University as Chair of the CAVP and through UWF. The overall request on this LBR
totals $4.8 million in recurring funds and Northrup cautioned that the chances of the entire amount
being funded are slim. In preparation for that, the LBR was broken down into smaller chunks so if the
whole amount is not funded, some of it might be approved.
The pieces of that LBR included $1 million for the FCS and SUS undergraduate STEM; $250K for Florida
Polytechnic University STEM e-resources; $950K for multimedia and video resources for STEM and
health sciences; $685K for increasing the cost of existing e-resources for both systems; and $1.87 million
for SUS graduate e-journals. This is essentially the same LBR that was presented last year, but it was
expanded because of the CAVP request. Last year it had also been submitted as two separate LBRs
because the money was coming down through two channels—half for the FCS and there was the other
half for the SUS—and then presented by each system’s chancellor. However at the start of this process,
the FCS did not have a chancellor and so this year merging the request from the CAVP with the FLVC
request seemed a better idea because previously there had been some confusion about two separate
LBRs being forth and it also helped to lessen the appearance of competition.
Discussion followed, and while members were grateful of the work that Northrup, Gilley, and Cook did
on behalf of FLVC, FCS members expressed an increased feeling of disengagement and that their voice
and input into the process and the priorities is getting smaller. They also expressed concern that the
people putting that package together did not consult with the MCLS Executive Committee to get that
broader voice from the FCS libraries.
Members continued to echo that sentiment and stressed that the Florida colleges represent every
district and that each has residents who are in the state legislature who are able to have conversations
with and engage with legislators in a way that the SUS can’t before an LBR even gets started. They also
noted that even though the FCS did not have a chancellor at the time, the FCS does have a voice through
the Council of Presidents, Council of Instructional Affairs, the Florida Library Association, various
lobbyists, and through their FTE, which is the larger of the two systems. Moreover, while they
understood the good intentions, they reiterated that they do need to be part of the discussion because
an LBR package coming from the BOG looks like a BOG package and not like a system package.
Northrup acknowledged the expressions of the members and apologized for the oversight. She stated
that it was never the intent for the package to appear as a BOG package and promised that going
forward there would be a better way of presenting at the system level so that it is truly a joint system
level request, because in no way do they want to lose the voice of the FCS. Also while addressing their
concerns, she asked that a topic on LBRs be added to upcoming agendas for both the Executive
Committee and the MCLS. She also that she would do more research on the college process so that
messages to Lisa Cook are stronger and more inclusionary of the FCS.
Northrup will also talk with Gilley see how tied they are to the specific resources named in the STEM LBR
should it be funded. Prestamo added that she thinks it is fairly broad and that there may be some
flexibility. This would allow the two systems to get together and collectively decide the best use of funds
towards those STEM e-resources.
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As the conversation ended, Northrup agreed to send the slides of the presentation to the members and
encouraged them to share it with their governmental liaisons.
Equitable Funding and Shared Resources for Regarding the OCLC Access Fees
Robinson brought this item forward to be revisited by the council. She stated that when FLVC decided to
begin paying for the courier delivery fees for the colleges about a year ago, there had also been a
discussion about the FLVC paying for the OCLC Access Fees for the colleges, as they already do for the
universities. Harrison reminded the group that initially the recommendation from FLVC had been to pay
for one of these services for everyone (the courier fees) and not to pay the other for either group (OCLC
Access Fees). However, when that recommendation was brought forward to the then FLVC Board of
Directors, they asked us to expand the courier service payment to everyone, continue paying the OCLC
Access Fees for the universities for one more year, and then consider paying the OCLC Access Fee for
everyone once we knew our 2015-16 budget. However, the 2015-16 budget was very late in coming,
and the Board was dismantled during the move to UWF, so this decision has not been revisited.
Discussion followed. Northrup noted that she has just been given deep access to FLVC’s budget over the
last week and that she and Harrison will be meeting over the next week and will discuss this to make
sure there are dollars in the budget to support it. As this would be a recurring request, they would like
to ensure that they would not have to use non-recurring funds for this activity.
Strategic Planning
Update on FALSC Planning; Strategic IT Plan
Northrup announced that Kate Nevins, retired Executive Director of LYRASIS, has been asked to come in
and work with the MCLS and to host a series of regional sessions around the state. After those sessions,
the expectation is that she will draft and share a final report on ideas for moving forward based on the
feedback she receives at those sessions. This should provide a nice framework to begin thinking about
the operational activities of FLVC and its services and look at new efficiencies, tools, and other strategies
that will move it forward and position it for five years down the road. Dates and times for the sessions
have not been finalized yet, but the anticipation is they will happen around October or November. The
sessions are meant for all library staff and not just MCLS members and key library staff.
In addition, FLVC’s new governing body, the Executive Advisory Council (EAC) has begun meeting. There
is also a strategic IT plan for FLVC that has been drafted by various people from around the state
including CIOs, library directors, and DLSS staff. Mike Dieckmann and Betsy Hacker of FLVC are taking
the lead on writing the plan, which can be circulated to the members once it is complete.
Breakout Session: Aspirational Goals for E-Resources
The council engaged in breakout sessions to brainstorm ideas on aspirations and goals for e-resources in
the future. Members were separated into four groups and the following items were captured from
those sessions.

Question 1: What are the benefits to, or expectations of, our stakeholders (students, faculty,
administration, legislative staff, others?) when it comes to shared e-resources?
GROUP 1


Student expectation of service
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Cost savings (to institution and Legislature) in statewide collection



Simplicity of access is import to students



Consistency in collection



Keep on the cutting edge—innovative new products



Program development across institutions



Expectation that the resource are discoverable



Need success stories



Increased usage/value

GROUP 2
*Add Researchers to stakeholders
*Why legislators?


Benefits of economy of scale



Continuity between schools



Leverage of budget



Potential of e-textbook licenses



Reduction is cost to degree



E-text within e-resources



Efficient to have few negotiators representing all



Unrealistic expectation of cost savings



Unrealistic expectation that all institution have the same mission/goal
o Research/career workforce readiness



More not better

GROUP 3


Stakeholder with business at more than one school expect familiarity with e-resources



Expect seamless access to everything
o This is expectation for shared or local; stakeholders don’t distinguish



More that are shared institutions can bring in more resources



Want sufficient e-resources for research
o Want what they need



(New) faculty expect resources to support curriculum



Legislature—expects what they have mandated



Most but not all bill is paid by institution



Expectations are not consistent with reality



Fair use—everyone assumes broadest definition for each database and e-book



If state pays, no understanding of why e-resources can’t be accessed (community
stakeholders/off campus); also non-institution employees, alumni, etc.
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Expectation of legislative staff that subscriptions can simply be extended to other institutions



If we are sharing a resource the price will be reduced



No duplication of e-resources



May help with accreditation report



Everything is available electronically



Advance notice of price increase or when FLVC drops a product



Collective bargaining power



Discovery tool can find it all and searches everything an institution has

GROUP 4


E-Resources are free or cheap



Free and full-text



Legislature: Need to share everything



Students transferring have familiar resources (2 > 4 year)



Full-text not just citations



Local institution can afford what CFPP cannot



Faculty: Immediate access to Google Scholar FT resources



Faculty: E-resources/accreditation bodies



Faculty: Want what they had at previous institution or grad school



Support education of students and research of faculty



Benefits—can be used in OER texts (statewide with materials)



Benefits: Afford tools that would otherwise be prohibited



Benefits: Administration requires e-resources for SACS accreditation substantive changes



Students may not even know we have shared e-resources



Students expect ease of access



Tension: Legislature and university administration need to understand benefits of shared eresources but students just need seamless access



Faculty and students want immediate access to what they need. Don’t care about funding our
sharing



Workforce/economic development (could benefit)



Closer integration with CMS



Shared research opportunities



Better serve student on AaL



Potential for multi-year subscriptions



Potentially less reliance on statewide courier/ILL since we’ll have more electronic items to share



Shared PDA ebook plans?



Separate library for shared ebooks



FLARE?
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Question 2: What aspirational goals could we establish for e-resources? Examples might include:







Percentage of databases shared
Amount of FLVC budget shared
General education core courses covered by shared e-resources
Common baccalaureate degrees covered by shared e-resources
Number of students with access to shared e-resources
Others?

GROUP 1


Shared beyond institution—high school and even K-12



Common portal? Galileo Example
o Tie in FEL



Usage metrics



Percentage of coverage by program

Group 2


Goal minimum vs max?



General education—what we have in common
o Education
o Nursing



Multiplicity of e-formats focus on something besides e-journals



Access to Hathi-Trust



Membership to national e-resource databases



Statewide DDA

GROUP 3


That shared e-resources have generous fair use policies



Focus on core courses and baccalaureate, what we all share
o Part of our story



Establish a shared set that 100% of students have access to
o Part of our story



That we have simple clear description of what shared e-resource are. We need the “elevator
pitch” that tells what we can do



That we know what e-resources are needed to support the core courses (redo the committee
report)



To focus on full text should be discussed; what meets needs of students and faculty
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That we can support faculty need for indices



That we include STEM in shared packages (strategy)



That we come up with a weighting formula



That we think more about what users need and not just cost

GROUP 4


Look at GenEd Core and baccalaureate degrees



GenEd databases = large aggregator databases



Whatever approach we take, put a human face on it



Need more input into FEL collection



Reach as many students as possible



Look at common baccalaureate degrees—what shared e-resource support those



GenEd focus
o First, look at courses that have the most enrollment



Concern: Least common denominator
o If we focus too much on GenEd, we lose opportunity to fund research materials



Need to define how these areas are already covered. Many have to broaden definition of
“coverage”



Need to start discussing specific databases

Council members expressed a desire to continue fleshing out these ideas out and to investigate
collaborative technologies that would enable them to keep the conversation going beyond the quarterly
MCLS meetings. They also expressed that if given more opportunities to communicate and find
agreement on common goals, they could help them to become more cohesive as a group. Prestamo,
Northrup, and Harrison agreed and offered to find ways to continue the discussion. Members also
requested a more formal document that outlines the statutory requirements and legislative mandates
for FALSC and FLVC and the strategies we are using to meet those goals. Harrison and Northrup agreed
to work on a document that can be sent to the council.
New Business
Future Meeting Dates and Locations
The Executive Committee will discuss the next meeting location and date, which should be during the
month of December.
Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 12:13 p.m.
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